
DOMESTICALLY GLOBAL



and the

FOUNDED:

CHAIRMAN:

2013 SALES:

EMPLOYEES:

HEAD OFFICE:

PRODUCT LINES:

December 1950

Yasuyuki Ohara 

1.1 billion (U.S. dollars)

3,000

Nagoya City, Japan

automotive graphics, labels, adhesives, industrial tapes, paints, ceramics, 

resins, automotive chemicals, electronics, textiles, magnets, blow 

molding, injection molding, reaction injection molding, extrusions

MAIN CUSTOMERS:

Toyota Motor, Aisin, Denso, Daihatsu Motor, Brother, Hino Motors, 

Mitsubishi Motors, MHI, Sanyo Electric, NEC, Kyocera, Ricoh, Fuji, 

Xerox, Sony, Seiko, Epson

GLOBAL OVERVIEW



audio components, lighting (lenses and housings),interior/ exterior trim, 

intermediary body trim, climate control components, engine 

components, fluid reservoirs, gauge faces/ graphic overlays, labels, 

nameplates / badging/ emblems

Bloomington, Indiana

MAIN PRODUCTS:

Georgetown, Texas

Ontario, Canada

Florence, Alabama

PRESIDENT/ CEO:

CHAIRMAN:

EMPLOYEES:

2013 SALES:

2014 PROJECTION:

Melanie Hart

Yasuyuki Ohara

500

64,000,000 (U.S. Dollars)

75,000,000 (U.S. Dollars)

plastics molding divisions (injection molding, blow molding, extrusion) 

- Bloomington, Indiana / Florence, Alabama / Georgetown Texas

decal and nameplate division

- Hamilton, Ontario Canada

distributed products division (Tsuchiya Group North America HQ)

- Bloomington, Indiana

DOMESTiC OVERVIEW
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25%
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1900’s
75%
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50%
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- going global             (not postal)

- meeting the challenge of innovation

- addressing the skills shortage

in a…



product development

equipment innovation

materials research

production of sub components

production of major components

?
final assembly

engineering

design

sourcing

Manufacturing?
How do we define



 closeness to the market

 localized component and resource suppliers

 availability and productivity level of skilled labor

 political risk

 taxes, regulations, economic environment

 energy costs

 rule of law and ethics

 currency risk

 a culture of quality

 a culture of innovation

 etc. etc. etc

locating in the U.S., North America, or overseas:
considerations



 Tsuchiya Group North America

(Bloomington, Indiana)

Plastics Molding Divisions

 Bloomington, Indiana

 Georgetown, Texas

 Florence, Alabama

Decal & Nameplate Division

 Ontario, Canada (manufacturing)

Distributed Products Division

 Bloomington, Indiana

MANUFACTURING/ SALES



population growth trends (U.S.)

population growth 65 and older



1st Industrial Revolution

. Move from hand production 

methods to machines.

. Chemical manufacturing.

. Water and steam power. 
4th Industrial Revolution

. Computers and electronics 

(the personal computer, high 

speed data routers, and the 

internet

industrial revolution

1760 – 1840 1850 - 1890

3rd Industrial Revolution

. broad set of changes based around new scientific thinking

. electricity available on a ‘made to order’ basis 

1890 - into the 20th century 1950 and on

2nd Industrial Revolution

. Transportation and Communication

. Improvements in ship construction

. The emergence of railways

. And the invention of the telegraphy

Provides the drive for new 

and disparate industrial 

processes and production 

technologies



 explosion in the development of new technologies (electronics to new materials)

 ease of product customization and personalization

 rise in the importance of ‘niche’ industries

 greater use of global networking – the coming together of supply chains

 the enhanced importance of clusters or concentrations of businesses

 greater participation in the world’s manufacturing in emerging economies (China and India)

 bigger influence of environmental factors in determining manufacturing operations

 the larger use of service to support manufacturers’ core activity

 bigger role for ‘maverick manufacturers’  (unorthodox ideas not afraid to go against the norm)

5th Industrial Revolution:



The Valued Good...

early 1900’s mid 1900’s TODAY

LAND EQUIPMENT

& METALS
HUMAN CAPITAL



WE ARE NOW, AND WILL NEED TO ADVANCE 

EVEN FURTHER, THE HIRING OF….

more heads fewer hands

VS.



THE RACE IS ON…

 Agile

 Adaptable

 Innovative

 Clever

This race can be won on various scales

 domestic

 global

 small

 mid - size

but will be won with innovation and a workforce with the right skills and talents

thank - you


